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Abstract

Code Mobility brings the possibility of building distributed systems better suited to a range of application
areas.  While platforms supporting Code Mobility are already in use, support is still lacking for
developing and managing mobile code systems.  Mobile code monitoring is proposed in this paper as
means to better identify application areas suited to code mobility, to test mobile applications, and to
achieve mobile code accounting and performance management.  Mobile code monitoring is then
discussed, the main problems involved are identified and approaches for their solution too.  An example
of a mobile code monitor implementation is given, its functionality and architecture are explained and
plans for further developments are outlined.
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1 Introduction
In the last years, code mobility emerged as a new approach for building distributed applications. This

new approach is based on the idea that a software component, physically located in a network node, is
able to, dynamically, move through the network, migrating from node to node. After [1], with the code
mobility characteristics, new design paradigms for distributed software emerged as option to the classical
client/server one:  remote execution, code on demand, and mobile agents.

A wide field of applications is foreseen to be scenario for mobile code applications. Network
management [1], electronic commerce [5], distributed information retrieval [3], dvanced
telecommunication services [4] and active networks [12], [13] are among them.

Although platforms supporting code mobility are already in use (e.g. Voyager [6] and Aglets [8]),
code mobility is still recent and appropriate support is lacking. Developes have few or no tools to
debug/test if a mobile component is exhibiting a mobile behavior as expected or if a mobile application
really has advantages if compared to an analogous fixed one (e.g. remote communication, processing,
security, etc).

One approach to address such aspects is to enhance the functionality offered by mobile code support
platforms. A key action to test, account and verify performance of mobile code applications is to monitor
such applications. This paper proposes to enhance existing mobile code environments to support
monitoring functions.

In the next section, the text discusses the main aspects involved in monitoring mobile code, what
could be monitored and how to monitor it.  In section 3 the architecture and implementation of a mobile
code monitor is discussed, its functionality and performance data are presented.  In section 4 conclusions
and future work are outlined.

2 Monitoring Mobile Code
The discussion around monitoring mobile code can be organized in two parts: what to monitor and

how to do it. Both are discussed in the next sections.
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2.1 What to monitor ?

One could list items of interest to be monitored in a mobile code system.  The following is a list of
items per mobile code component:

• Life cycle: place and time of creation and finalization;
• Migration: departure and arrival times of a component exiting and entering different places;
• Service usage: amount of accesses to services, types of services used;
• Hierarchy: association of a component with its creator component.

By monitoring those items above, it is possible to derive information for the software developer or
system manager. Some of them are:

• Total transfer time of a component;
• Total lifetime of a component;
• Total execution time of a component;
• Trace of the path described by a component;
• The creation relationship tree of an application (hierarchy of an application). This tree describes

the sequence of creation of mobile objects. It is generated identifying  mobile objects’ parents,
that is, which mobile objects created the others. The root of the tree is the first object created by
the application, its children objects (objects created by it) are in the second level, their children
objects in the third level and so on.

2.2 How to monitor ?

In order to establish a monitoring system to provide the information above listed with reliable results,
several functions should be supported by mobile code platforms:

• Unique mobile component identification: the monitor should probide a unique identification to
mobile objects in a distributed environment in order to be possible identify all of them even after
many migration processes. This is necessary because some mobility platform, when a migration
process starts, finalize the moving object in the origin and recreates it in the destination, changing
its original internal identification;

• Synchronization among the nodes: nodes have to be synchronized to be possible to obtain a
true time relation between various nodes in a distributed environment. This is essencial to
correctly presenting the life cycle of mobile codes;

• Life cycle and mobility event report: most platforms for mobile code (e.g. Aglets, Voyager)
generate events related to the mobile behaviour of the components. The monitor should gather
those reports;

• A service usage accounting function should be also provided, a register containing all interfaces
used by a component and reported events as well.

Besides that support, monitoring mobile code in a distributed infrastructure - scalability

3 Implementing a Mobile Code Monitor
In this section the architecture and implementation of a mobile code monitor is presented. The

monitor was called Mobile Object Monitor (MOOM).

3.1 Scope

The MOOM is a tool for monitoring mobile codes and was developed to give to its users important
information about their mobile applications behaviour. It takes profit of events and runtime information
supported by the mobility platform to create reports containing such information about monitored events
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(see 2.1). The information obtained by the monitor from the platform is related to the life-cycle of the
components and their mobility:

• Time and place of creation of a mobile component (or mobile object);
• Time and place of finalization (garbage collection) of a mobile component;
• Time of departure from a place and the destination place the component migrates to;
• Time of arrival in a place.

With those information and some functions provided by itself, MOOM is capable to present
aggregate information, as those listed in item 2.1.

3.2 Architecture of MOOM

In each monitored place, a representative module of MOOM, named Secondary MOOM, runs to
gather the events generated by the mobility platform. The monitoring station of the monitoring
environment is configured with a module named Primary MOOM, which supports queries to obtain the
information listed in the last item. The Primary MOOM and the Secondaries MOOM connected to it
creates the definition of monitoring domain. That is, a domain is a group of Secondaries MOOM
connected to a Primary MOOM. An example of domain and basic architectures of Primary and Secondary
MOOM can be seen in figure 1.

Figure 1. Ilustration of a domain with 3 Secondaries MOOM.

During execution, the Secondary MOOM awaits for events to be reported by the platform. Those
events are received by a pool of threads.  When one such thread receives an event, it adds a timestamp
and dispatches it to the Primary MOOM. When a component (object) is created, a unique identifier is
generated for that component and it is marked with the identification of the parent component. The
Primary MOOM receives the events, organizes them in a database, and supports queries on that data.

According to those aspects discussed in 2.2, the creation of a unique identifier is provided by a
MOOM function. Another MOOM function, based on Cristian’s algorithm [8], is used to synchronize all
nodes involved in the monitoring environment (domain). Life cycle and mobility events are, as said
before, obtained from the mobility platform. However, MOOM is not platform dependent because its
architecture was developed to easily be adapted to any mobility platform. The modification necessary to
adapt it for others mobility platforms is restricted to a component that is responsable for obtaining events
reports from the platform. Those events are obtained according to the platform and some modifications in
this component can make possible monitoring events from well-known platforms. No other component in
the MOOM architecture is modified or affected by a platform change.
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3.3 Practical results

MOOM [10] is implemented in Java™ [9], [11], and considers the use of  ObjectSpace Voyager™
as mobility support platform, although it can be used with any other platforms offering basic monitoring
capabilities. The Primary MOOM uses JDBC to connect to a database to store reported events and
retrieve event information when required.

One could download MOOM classes, examples of applications and documentation and know more
about it in the site  http://www.inf.pucrs.br/~fldotti/monitor.

Some tests were made to figure out if MOOM is really reliable and how much its affects the
monitored applications performance. Results are presented in table 1. The application executed during
tests  is called Ping Pong and it creates a mobile object that moves itself between two nodes. This object
goes from one to the other node and turns back. Each go-and-come movement counts a lap. Times are
presented in seconds.

Without MOOM With MOOM
1st Exec. 2nd Exec. 1st Exec. 2nd Exec.

Execution
total time

40 29.2 57.24 43.6

Object
creation time

1.37 0.55 1.76 0.7

Table 1. Comparative times of Ping Pong application with and without MOOM (100 laps).

4 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented an architecture for mobile code monitoring. The practical results

show that the monitor can be well used in a test environment to retrieve the mobile behavior of
applications. This should help developers in debugging mobile applications.

A future work direction is to enhance the functionality offered by the prototype. Services and
computational resources usage should be also monitored, and the cooperative interface among monitored
domains implemented.
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